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Cygnus Constellation.



Cygnus Constellation.

●Cygnus constellation rides high in the August sky near the zenith.

●Easily found as its brightest star Deneb forms part of The Summer Triangle asterism 

along with Vega and Altair.

●Cygnus is known as “The Swan” and contains The Northern Cross asterism with Deneb 

and Albireo at either end.



Omicron 1 Cygni – A Binocular Triple Star.

Omicron 1 Cygni - also known as 31 Cygni - is 

easy to find. Look for Deneb (Alpha Cygni) at the 

base of The Swan (also the tip of The Northern 

Cross) and Omicron 1 Cygni is the brightest star 

just North West of Deneb. Through binoculars a 

triple star system is revealed which is actually a 

chance alignment and not a genuine triple star 

system. This matters not as you view the beauty 

of the golden yellow, almost red, of Omicron 1, 

next to a much hotter and therefore bluer star 

and contrast this to a third white star.



NGC 7000 – The North American Nebula.

The North American Nebula is an emission nebula 

which is approximately 1,600 light years from Earth. 

You need dark skies or a filter to see this nebula 

which is named because its shape resembles that of 

the USA. It is a large object about 100 x 120 arc 

minutes and is best seen with low powered wide 

field binoculars to pick up its low surface brightness. 

Look for The Gulf of Mexico at first which lies a few 

degrees south east of Deneb and then the rest of 

the milky whiteness of the structure can be teased 

out.



Messier 39 – An Open Cluster.

M39 is an open cluster between 200-300 million 

years old and lies approximately 800 light years 

from Earth. Imagine a line from Deneb (Alpha 

Cygni) to Alpha Lacertae in the neighbouring 

constellation of Lacerta and M39 lies about 

halfway along this line. All the stars in this cluster 

are on the main sequence and the brightest ones 

will soon evolve to the red giant stage.



Messier 29 – An Open Cluster.

Moving to the centre of The Northern Cross 

asterism lies the star Sadr or Gamma Cygni. 

M29 lies 1.7 degrees to the south and a little 

east of this star and can be easily identified in 

binoculars by the famous “Cooling Tower” 

asterism. It is about 4000 light years distant.



Albireo – A Famous Double Star.

Beta Cygni – Albireo – is perhaps the most 

famous double star in the night sky. Easily found 

at the head of The Swan and the on the west 

end of The Northern Cross it can be split in 

almost any size binoculars as its components 

are separated by 35 arc seconds. What makes 

this double so famous is the striking colour 

difference between the pair of stars of blue and 

orange. These are a genuine binary pair about 

410 light years distant.



Vulpecula Constellation.



Alpha Vulpeculae – An Overlooked Double Star.

Anser – Alpha Vulpeculae is the brightest star in 

the constellation of Vulpecula which can be seen 

to the south west of Albireo. Two bright stars 

form a line making this one the simplest 

constellations in the night sky although the full 

constellation is as depicted on the finder chart 

opposite. Anser is a red giant star 297 light years 

from The Sun and forms a wide optical binary 

with an orange giant, 480 light year distant. This 

pair is often overlooked as they lie so close to 

Albireo but make a fine sight.


